
The onEarth Foundation, established in 2019, provides alternative ecological education by

bridging art, technology, and science. Its mission is to share environmental awareness and

embrace equity of all living beings by creating spaces for entanglement, co-creation, deep

adaptation and wellbeing.

The latest project, OASIS-2027 is a platform designed to raise awareness about

environmental protection and seek sustainable solutions to systemic challenges related to

climate change. It focuses on a common European problem of desertification and water

scarcity, while raising transnational solidarity through collaboration and interdisciplinary

exchange. Offering a programme of creative residencies and an exhibition, it links three

regions - Bledowska Desert, Magdeburg and Mallorca - prone to cultural isolation. OASIS

2027 stimulates dialogues between artists, scientists and local communities.

After receiving confirmation of the European Culture of Solidarity funding for this project we

are, from the 1.2.2023 or 1.3.2023 onwards, looking for

Assistant project manager (limited to 9 months with a possible perspective for further
cooperation in the future)

Key Data:
● Place of work: Online, Berlin/Krakow/Mallorca/Magdeburg (digital and remote is

also fully possible until COVID-19 situation allows for easy travel again), in person

is desired

● Internship contract for the period from 1st of February 2022 later until October 31st

2022 (later start possible by arrangement)

● 3-4 days/week - flexible in coordination with working hours of the project manager

and curator

● Close working relationship with project manager and curator, including regular

weekly check-ins, goal setting and evaluation

● Opportunity to work in a dynamic team and contribute to an innovative cultural

project that crosses national borders, professional sectors and artistic disciplines and

is eager to find collaborative solutions to systemic problems

● Possible weekend work expected during summer (i.e., attendance and

coordination of the LIOS labs arts and ecology residency in Juli 2022)

Your tasks:
● Assistance of the project manager in the coordination of the international project

● Execution of administrative tasks, such as coordination of logistics



● Communication with partners in Poland, Spain and Germany

● Co-planning and production of the LIOS Labs residency in close collaboration with

the local partners

● Assistance of project management and curator in execution of daily business

We would like to encourage people with and without disabilities, People of Color,
LGBTIQ, women* and people without a higher education degree to apply, who bring
the following competencies:

● Enjoy organizing and giving structure to processes

● High passion regarding process and quality management

● Interest in art, science, politics and environmentalism

● Confident text and expression skills in German, English and Polish

● High willingness to learn and have fun at work

● European drivers license Class B desired, but not a must

Note in times of Covid-19: The position is not affected by current developments, as
we are ready and experienced to change everything to digital forms of work and
communication


